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Our world has changed and the 
pace of it is only accelerating 

We are in a constant state of 

and in need of a renaissance

People live in systems that are constantly moving and transforming – from CEOs to consumers 

Research can’t grow and evolve fast enough to support the changing landscape

Insights are not reaching the point of foresight

PARADOX
FORESIGHT
that inspires wisdom to take action

We must have theIn times of rapid change, 
experience could be  
your worst enemy.

– J. Paul Getty 

CLARITY INTERDEPENDENCE EVOLUTION

Everywhere we turn, 
we’re faced with 

complexity. 

We are expected to 
grasp true signals  

amid the increasing 
noise generated by 

information overload.  

We don’t live in silos 
but we sometimes 
operate in them.  

We must embrace our 
interconnectedness, 
break down the walls 
of isolation, and find 

the ties that bind.

The perpetual cycle of 
gaining and applying 

knowledge constrains us.

What worked in the past 
won’t work in the future.  
We must question what 

we know, experiment and 
re-imagine our craft. 

EITHER/OR | BOTH/AND          SPEED | ACCURACY          MATH | INTUITION

TRIED & TRUE | EXPERIMENTATION          RATIONAL | IRRATIONAL

KNOWING | LEARNING          4Ps | 4Ds          DATA LIBRARIAN | CHANGE AGENT

thrive when the pressure of today takes over thinking about tomorrow?   
ban together to climb higher? break the cycle and lead the evolution?

How can we...

 

Life is like a ten speed 
bicycle.  Most of us have 

gears we never use.

– Charles M. Schulz

LEAD YOUR ORGANIZATION THROUGH THE FLUX
To be perceived differently, you have to act and think differently - challenge the status quo

WIDEN YOUR APERTURE AND FIND UNIVERSAL TRUTHS 
Preserve the past so it broadens your perspective and empowers the future

CREATE AN ECOSYSTEM THAT FUELS DECISION INTELLIGENCE
Increase your capacity to facilitate learning and build intuition that leads to great decision making

We find ourselves in a

regarded for our rigor, but required to transform 
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COMPLEXITY INDEPENDENCE PERPETUAL

GROUND YOURSELF IN THE BUSINESS OF YOUR BUSINESS
Fight for the why, and always ask “I wish I knew, so I could” (IWIK-SIC)




